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Unfortunately numbers of second
rejections keep rising , and with

this the number of people forced

to leave the islands . 5 of our

teachers left Lesvos this month ,

while that would generally be good

news , we are now super concerned

about them . After a second

rejection they have no other option

than to leave Lesvos and find their

way to another country . This is

definitely not without risk ,

especially the Balcan route is super

dangerous . We have been

reporting about this for 3 months

in a row , and so far it doesn 't seem

to stop . We see with our own eyes

how much implications this has

on the mental and physical
health of people and we are very

worried .

SITUATION  ON  LESVOS SITUATION  IN  ATHENS

GENERAL  UPDATES

The Greek summer is hot and happening . With temperatures above 35
degrees doing sports means a lot of sweat , but our community is not afraid

of a little sweat and the sports continue ! Both the gyms are up and running

and we are super proud of our dedicated community ! 

Greece has finally published the legal rationale behind declaring Turkey a

safe third country for people from Syria , Afghanistan , Somalia , Pakistan , and

Bangladesh . The Joint Ministry Decision was based on an “Opinion” of the
Head of the Asylum Service (which is not considered a strong enough legal

basis to declare a third country safe), which it refused to reveal to the public

for over a month , even though changes in asylum policy must be

immediately justified with legal documentation . (source : Are You Syrious)

The Greek Migration Ministry has announced , the new closed camp on

Samos will start operating by September . Others on Kos and Leros will

follow this year , Lesvos and Chios next year . (source : Are You Syrious)

On Lesvos there were 14 new arrivals and 639 transfers this month , the

total refugee population on Lesvos is now around 4668 people . In July

Aegean Boat Report have registered 41 pushback cases in the Aegean Sea ,

involving 962 children , women and men who tried to reach safety in Europe .

The number of community members

in Athens is growing , but most of

them don 't go there to stay and try

to leave to another country , which is

extremely dangerous . From our

community members we hear

people are actually starting to be 

 deported back to Turkey , but this

has not be confirmed by official

sources . More and more people are

now in Camp Eleonas , a camp in

Athens filled way over capacity .

Thousands of people live in the

camp with no relief from the

summer heat , no electricity , and no

safety . With the temperatures

expected to go above 40 degrees in

the beginning of August , we are

worried people will suffer from the

heat in the camps with severe

consequences . 

https://www.rbb24.de/panorama/beitrag/2021/07/gefluechtete-helfer-griechenland-athen-camp-eleonas.html?fbclid=IwAR2fqhgQAkrYV5xCol1I7JpvEdperMi9I3KoZ7baJ7Pj1WW1ehZariucdA4


The second rejections create a lot of stress in the community . Community members

that received their second rejections are occupied finding a lawyer , or finding a way

to leave , and others with a first rejection are worried about their answer . We see the

profound implications on their mental and physical health and we get more and

more worried . 

Nevertheless we keep motivating people and keep the spirit up ! Sport is always a

great way to forget and focus on something different and positive . 

Swimming classes restarted ! Monday , Wednesday and Friday we offer mixed

swimming classes and on Tuesday , Thursday and Saturday we have swimming classes

for women . 

We are working hard to get more women to the gym and that is why we are now

offering Zumba with Selin on Friday 's , swimming for women three times per week ,

and volleybal for women 2 times per week . The volleybal we started in cooperation

with Let 's Keep the Ball Flying . 

We also started another volleybal activity , in cooperation with Iliaktida , for

unaccompanied minors living in the shelters in Mytilini . 

From the 26th of July until the 30th of July we had a training for all our coaches and

volunteers offered by Spirit of Football . We learned new fair play training methods

and focused a lot on team building . We ended the training with a great event in the

gym where the teachers received their certificate , we danced , there was a

performance of the guitar group , a rap song by our Kung Fu coach Aghil , great

speeches and all led by Yadullah . A big thanks to the Spirit of Football team and
for the organization team from YSR: Miren, Yadullah, Nassim, Aghil, Rachidou,
Jawad and Amman.  

LESVOS  



RUNNING  RACE  AGIASSOS
The 4th of July we had our first running competition since the second

lockdown . We were all so much looking forward to it ! Initially it would be on

the 29th of June , but because of the extreme temperatures they postponed it

with one week . The weekend was amazing ! The 3rd of July we all came to the

gym early in the morning with a bag prepared to stay all weekend in the gym .

After a short last shake out run we had lunch in the gym , went swimming in

the sea , and had dinner that was provided by REEM ! Sunday morning we left

super early (5am) to make it in time to start at 7am . Half of the group ran the

23k and the other half the 7k trail . On the 7k Estelle won the first price for
the women, and Arif in the men category. The 23k had a full YSR podium
with Nabiullah, Aref (who finished hand in hand) and Mahmood. Nina
won the 23k for women (since she was the only one participating). After

the race we had lunch in a little Taverna , went swimming close to Gera and

went back to the gym tired but super happy . After another night in the gym

we went home Monday morning to take some rest after a great and

memorable weekend . A huge thanks to Donate4Refugees, Wereldwinkel
Lemsterland, REEM & One Happy Family for making this weekend
possible. 



Bodybuilding

31.1%

Martial arts

24.4%

Field sports

27.6%

Parkour

7.5%

Running

4.1% MEN

78.4%

WOMEN

21.6%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of visitors per month :

Average amount of students per day :

THE  PROJECT  IN  NUMBERS

LESVOS

18

18

1671

160

Division of students over the different projects : Number of men/women 
in the projects:

+ 0

+ 0

NEW 

- 120

Compared to
last month

1671 visits this
 month

18 sports offered 
Gym, yoga tent,
Mytilini, beach

10  volunteers
2 coordinators

18 community
coaches

The number of women is
slowly increasing again! We
also added some new
women activities: zumba in
the gym, swimming &
volleybal



THE  SCHEDULES

LESVOS  



In the end of last month our coordinator Ali

Jafari left to Germany . This month we found

a new coordinator: Saddighi . He is 19 years

old , from Afghanistan and he is in Greece

for 3 years . He speaks fluently Greek , English

and many other languages and he studies

computer engineering in the university . He

used to box , but now he focuses on

bodybuilding . We are super happy to add

him to the team and in July he already

proved he is a great coordinator . In YSR he

will focus on the coordination of the gym

space , logistics and the finances of the

Athens gym . 

Free Movement Skateboarding is now

welcoming all our students to the

skateboarding classes ! Our community

members love it ! 

In Athens we have a new wrestling coach
and a new teacher for the fitness for
women : Ali Jean Marco & Barkissa . We are

happy to add them to the teacher team and

hope they will have a great time in our

community . 

ATHENS

IOANNINA
In July Miren Zubeldia was in Ioannina to work with the current sports coordinator

of Habibti .Trains , Iman , on the sports project . This was very helpful to make a plan

for the future . In July we recruited a coordinator to start the first of September and

we also got the confirmation that we will receive 5000 euros from the

Mediterranean women fund for the project . We are preparing a crowdfunding
campaign to be launched by mid-August to find the remaining gaps in the budget .

we are planning to visit Ioannina mid-August . 



Martial arts

30.8%

Bodybuilding

25.6%

Zumba

10.3%

Running

7.7%

Yoga

7.7%

Women fitness

10.3%

MEN

61.5%

WOMEN

38.5%

THE  PROJECT  IN  NUMBERS

ATHENS

Division of students over the different projects : Number of men/women 
in the projects:

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of visitors per month :

Average amount of students per day :

10

10

1354

130

+ 3

- 1

+ NEW

- 80

Compared to
last month

10 community
coaches

1354 visits per
month

10 sports offered 
 park and gym

3 coordinators
1 volunteer

In Athens the women sports
are more and more popular
and also many women are
joining the mixed activities!

Due to the high temperatures
and some changes in the team
the number of participants
dropped in July



THE  SCHEDULES

ATHENS



7 boxes of shoes HOKA

Income

Our total income this month : 61 .974

(+58 .037)

Income general donations : 759 (-18)

Income from volunteer house : 250 (+0)

Support from Three Peas : 400 (+0)

KONFRONT (rent): 420 (+420)

Monthly donors : 63 (+3) 

OHF support : 1400 

Montcada Solidaria : 600

Wereldwinkel Lemsterland : 800

Fundraiser Susy : 802

Choose Love support (2 months): 4000

Stiftung Civile Seenotrettung (1 year &

emergency support roof Lesvos): 50820

Donate4Refugees : 533 ,86

Income per category: 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

GENERAL  FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Volunteer house
3%

Choose Love
23.9%

Monthly
0.8%

Website
8.1%

D4R
7.6%

Konfront
5% Transfer

20.3%

Paypall
9.9%OHF

16.7%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 7 .104 (-3 .192)

Expenses Lesvos : 3 .158 5 .375 (-2 .217)

Expenses Athens : 2 .142 2 .560 (-418)

General expenses : 1 .804 2 .361 (-557)

Expenses per category: 

Housing
29.9%

Teacher support Lesvos
24.2%

Coordinator support
13%

Gym Athens
13%

Teacher support Athens
10.4%

Equipment Lesvos
2.3%

Equipment Athens
2.3%

General Fundraising Update
This month money came in from different

fundraisers : one from 2 new volunteers , the

marathon from Susy , a big donation via

Konfront , and via Montcada Solidaria . We

also received Choose Love support of 2000

euros per month for 3 months for July -

September . The money from Stiftung Civile

Seenotrettung is for Athens for 1 year .

Donate4Refugees supported us for the

running race in Agiasos . The money from

OHF was the remaining support for June .

Explanation of Expenses
Both the teacher support for

Athens and Lesvos were high this

month because we already paid

part for August . We spend money

on housing because we

renovated the teacher house

again . Furthermore we didn 't

spend a lot of money this month

on special things , except from

the running race in Agiasos . 



Sultan (akroyoga)

Ahmad

Mahdi (dancing)

Zaki (yoga)

Rachidou (bodybuilding)

Navid (boxing)

Habib (boxing)

Aghil (Kung Fu)

Mahdi (Muay Thai)

Zia (Parkour)

Nassim (Karate)

Yadullah (yoga)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Jalil (Judo)

Mahmood (Swimming)

Arvin (volleyball)
Aman (Football)

Jawad (Football)

Rajab (volleyball)

Leo (climbing)

Nina (running)

Sharif (bodybuilding)

Sohaila (Fitness women)

Aref (taekwando)

Morteza (running)

Mohadese (yoga)

Hamid (Muay Tai)

Nasrin (Zumba)

Mohammad (Parkour)

Barkissa (women fitness)
Ali Jean Marco (wrestling)

Update on teachers 

Current teaching team : 

Left Lesvos :

Left Athens :

Lesvos : 

Athens :
Social media

Facebook (YSR)
Total likes : 3 .278 (+16) 

Total followers : 3 .544 (+21)

Total posts : 10 (+0)

Instagram (YSR)
Total followers : 3 .115 (+85)

Total posts : 12 (+0)

Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes :  615 (+9)

Total followers : 657 (+11)

Total posts : 6 (+4)

Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers : 630 (+23)

Total posts : 7 (+3)

Arjen

Kirstine

Nabiullah

Hossein

Aref

Nina

Pascal 

Roos

Ismael

Cynthia

Update on volunteers 

Coordinators : Miren , Aisling , Aref ,

Ali , Soheyla .

The volunteers in July :

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH



We received a positive answer from the
Mediterranean women fund which allows us to
officially start the project Habibi and Sport with
Refugees in Ioannina with KOIZ and Habibi Works.
We started the 'Moveable Gym' project together
with One Team, and we will purchase a van in the
beginning of August that will be the basis of our
'Moveable Gym' with the aim to bring sport to
people that can not easily access our gym on
Lesvos.
We have decided to find a house in Athens so our
directorate will have the possibility to spend more
time in Athens to grow and expand the project.
We have a new volunteer coordinator on Lesvos
from the community; Yadullah Mousawi. He and
Miren will take the responsibility for the on the
ground work on Lesvos. 
We have a new coordinator in Athens to replace Ali
Jafari, he will take care of the gym and all the
logistical and financial matters. 

UPDATE  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES
QUICK  SUMMARY

In August we will organize strategy days on all the
different locations to discuss progress and
prioritization for the next 5 months. 



Pascal
Volunteer , part of team Energy , and part of

team Running on Lesvos 

The first time I  heard about Yoga and Sport
with refugees was in 2019. I joined a Moria
clean up with Team Energy, which was super
special. We filled 200 bin bags in 2 hours
and  after that we went to a spot in the olive
grove where we had some fruits and music. I
was not used to dance, but the guys made
me dance!

I kept in touch with some of them and when
I came back to Lesvos this year I started
joining some lessons, especially the Muay
Thai and the Running. I never joined an
organisation like yoga and sports -
excercising together and pushing your own
limits creates a strong connection. Yoga and
Sport is a real community, it's even more: it s
family. Everyone can become part of it.
That's unique,  I never experienced it before!

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COMMUNITY

Maryam Alizade
Fitness for women , Athens

 

"I join YSR because sport helps me to get rid of my worries and stress and to
overcome the loneliness that overcomes me here. I also love to exercise,
work and be an active person in the community."



WITH  THANKS  TO  OUR  PARTNERS:

HABIBI Refugym VidMob

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

IPF

Three Peas

LAVA KONFRONT LessTalkAthletics Spanos

Free movement

skateboarding MVI MSF FENIX

INTERSOS


